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What is the lump under the skin made out of? (Her2+? Pr+?)
Seeing under the skin using Fotoflexer.com to determine
biochemistry...

by Sari - Friday, June 24, 2016

http://grovecanada.ca/what-is-the-lump-under-the-skin-made-out-of-her2-pr-seeing-under-the-skin-using-
fotoflexer-com-to-determine-biochemistry/

1 Upload Picture to Fotoflexer.com
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2 In BASIC:Choose ADJUST

3 SLIDE HUE slider all the way to LEFT, slide Saturation slider all the way to the RIGHT, click Apply
Done!
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In EFFECTS:Choose HEAT MAP (Note:Click the MORE button at the top right corner to see more
choices including the Heat Map choice)
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APPLY heat Map

Choose COLOR ROTATE in EFFECTS (to the left a bit of the Heat Map choice in horizontal choices
bar) 
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APPLY (Color Rotate)

Your resulting picture in Fotoflexer.com, what the colours represent…
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Hormone Receptor Status:estrogen is purple in Lunapic(Do Fotoflexer edit for progesterone calcium &
hydrogen Her2+or-)

The free book DIY Cancer repair Manual explains the colours better…

How to look for the presence of cancer in Lunapic.com 

Tracking size change using Pixlr.com/editor

Videos with the three edits, step by step…NIDI (it is called)…

_______________________________________________
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Is the lump Cancer or Not? Step by Step visual instructions using
free online Lunapic.com photo editor...by Sari Grove

by Sari - Monday, June 20, 2016

http://grovecanada.ca/is-the-lump-cancer-or-not-step-by-step-visual-instructions-using-free-online-
lunapic-com-photo-editor-by-sari-grove/
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Grove Brain Body Chart
*

This post as a PDF file(& the NIDI post is there too with the Fotoflexer edit for chemistry(see pr+ &
her2+ as well) & the Pixlr edit for size change tracking…)

The better the picture, the better the results…The brighter the light where you take the picture, the better
the picture…The closer you take the picture, the better you see under the skin…Settings like Macro & Flash
can help(there are Apps that do that for smartphones)…You can see into many organs, lungs, liver, breast,
armpit lymph nodes…You can have a friend take a picture from your back to see into lungs & other organs
if you have breast implants…Pneumonia in lungs can be seen from back pictures too…You can edit from
MRI, CT scans, Ultrasound pictures, Mammograms…This method uses the free Lunapic.com online photo
editor…The process was developed by artist Sari Grove…Purple indicates the presence of cancer & where it
is located…Cancer is only a tiny fraction of a lump & is often found at the edges…Mauve is a Pre-Cancer
state, though many doctors will also call Mauve Cancer…Cancer has a visual signature of Phosphorus-this
method looks for Phosphorus…This method can be used to track progress…Do before & after pictures
when trying a new supplement or intervention…The presence of cancer is not defined by the size of a
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tumour…Shrinking a tumour does not mean you are eradicating the cancer…Know the
difference…Phosphorus is antagonized by the Copper family which includes the highly effective &
affordable & absorbable Licorice root…Ingesting Phosphorus foods will make the purple areas grow &
spread-Phosphorus foods include cottage cheese, kefir, yogurt, all cheeses…Other Phosphorus things are
Mold & Toxic Algae Blooms in small lakes…Apologies for having to mention this:Adult entertainment
facilities (strip & lapdance clubs or places where sexual trade workers frequent)have very high ambient
Phosphorus levels-if one spouse visits one of these clubs(or has contact with a sex trade worker) they can
transmit the high phosphorus to the other spouse-this can be detrimental to an anticancer
protocol…Parasites & worms also give off a Phosphorus visual signature…Cancer is a parasite…So this
makes sense…

Lunapic.com 1 Browse for your picture

Lunapic 2 Adjustments:Adaptive Equalize

3 Adjustments:Sharpen
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4 Sharpen slider to RIGHT, Apply

5 adjustments:color Saturation

6 saturation all the way to right(or change number to
100), Then set saturation button

7 Adjustments: Contrast

8 Contrast Push the + button slowly 5 times(wait in
between pushing for it to reload)
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9 in FILTERS:Choose Thermal Effect

10 In Filters:Choose HDR Lighting

11 In Adjust:Choose Adjust LIGHT LEVELS

13 MOVE CONTRAST, HIGHLIGHTS,
SHADOWS:ALL TO THE LEFT! (then click apply)
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14 in Adjust: Adjust COLORS

15 In Adjust:Adjust Colors, Click all THREE swap
Buttons…So Red & Green, Green & Blue, Blue & Red…Don’t forget to click APPLY!

16 in Adjust:NORMALIZE (This is the LAST Step!!!)
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The purple Phosphorus indicates malignancy

Mauve or light mauve is a Pre-Cancer elevated
Phosphorus situation(some doctors will call this cancer or DCIS in breast…early-adopter drs. call this Pre-
Cancer (Dr. Laura Esserman)
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Hormone Receptor Status:estrogen is purple in Lunapic(Do Fotoflexer edit for progesterone calcium &
hydrogen Her2+or-)

_______________________________________________
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How to track size change of tumours, lumps, masses, congestion,
while doing your anticancer protocol! (in the free
Pixlr.com/editor)

by Sari - Thursday, June 23, 2016

http://grovecanada.ca/how-to-track-size-change-of-tumours-lumps-masses-congestion-while-doing-your-
anticancer-protocol/

How to track size change of tumours, lumps, masses, congestion, while doing your anticancer protocol!

This method uses the Free Pixlr.com/editor which anyone with an internet connection can use…

If you are on an iPhone, first download the Free Puffin browser, then go to the site from there…Puffin
allows you to access a Flash website from your iPhone…

When saving your results to an iPhone, simply hold down the on/off button at the top of your
iPhone…While holding that down, press & release the big round button at the lower end of the front of
your phone…You will hear a click sound & the screenshot will download to your Photos library…(Make
sure to line up your picture nicely before taking the screenshot-only what you see on the screen will be in
the picture)…
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1 Browse & Upload your Picture in Pixlr.com/editor
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2 in ADJUSTMENT:INVERT
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3 in Adjustment:Solarize
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4 in Adjust:CROSS PROCESS
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5 In Adjust:Color Look Up 
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In Adjust, while in Color Look up, Choose the red blue white with diagonal lines square (2nd row far
right corner)…

The picture you get from this method in Pixlr.com/editor will show the edges of a lump in red…Red also
indicates areas of congestion, even if there is no defined lump…

Ok, so now that you have done that method in Pixlr.com/editor, Try another method to get a different
look…This will help you to define the size better…

Here are the steps to do a second size check in Pixlr.com/editor…
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1 Browse for picture, then in FILTER:MIMIC HDR
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2 in FILTER:Sharpen
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3 in Filter:HEAT MAP
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In FILTER-in HEAT MAP, SLIDE slider all the way to the LEFT !

Ok, so that is the end of the 2nd Pixlr.com/editor method to see size change…You will get a green blob
where your lump is…If you are not seeing the lump or mass too well, take another, better, picture…

Light is REALLY important, so the brighter the light when you take the picture, the better the picture will
be…Holding still so the picture is in FOCUS is important…Those with fancier cameras can set the Lens to
MACRO…

If you have a flashlight, point it at the area you are photographing to increase the light where you want to
see better…

If you have Flash on your camera or mobile phone, you can use it-make sure to be around 5 inches away
so the flash does not flare & ruin your ability to see anything because you made a big giant white spot
with its light…

This is not like a thermogram where you take far away pictures of your whole body…This is a method that
looks under the skin, so the closer you are the more you will see…You can also do brain scans,
Mammograms, MRI pictures, Ultrasound pictures, & any other pictures that other people have done for
you already…

This is a great way to track how well you are doing in shrinking a tumour…Please note that shrinking a
tumour & getting rid of cancer are two very different things…You can shrink a tumour, & still have
cancer…You can get rid of cancer, & still have a tumour(albeit benign)…Please do not confuse size
changes with malignancy changes…
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The Lunapic.com editor method checks for cancer presence…

_______________________________________________
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Pixlr.com/editor, Fotoflexer, Lunapic=NIDI ( non invasive
diagnostic imaging)...

by Sari - Saturday, June 11, 2016

http://grovecanada.ca/pixlr-comeditor-fotoflexer-lunapicnidi-non-invasive-diagnostic-imaging/

Sari Grove in response to a question about NIDI( non invasive diagnostic imaging)…

The Pixlr.com/editor is new…It is an attempt to gauge size changes…Usually the outside of a tumour has a
red outline in Pixlr so that makes it easier to see if things are getting smaller or bigger…Fotoflexer looks at
biochemistry…I adapted Fotoflexer from iPhoto- I used iPhoto for myself while tracking changes in my
own lump…I had begun to identify what different colours & their positions were in iPhoto…After a lady
wrote about what I was doing ( healbreastcancernaturally.com blog), I realized that iPhoto was not
universal…So I translated what I knew to Fotoflexer which is online…The colours & what they stand for ,
are from my own long term observations…Taking pictures, editing, & observing colour changes depending
on what supplement I took or what I ate…Lunapic came from another person ( Tiffany Karesa who has the
group Naturally Shrinking it), who just wanted to know if there was cancer or not…I already knew how to
see it, but the colour was either light green or dark green- too subtle…Do in Lunapic, I sorted through to
make the difference be very visible- cancer which has a Phosphorus visual signature- comes up as
purple…Pre-Cancer is mauve…This came from my third book where I learned the differential between
benign & malignant was Phosphorus…

_______________________________________________
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